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ABSTRACT
In recent years, the construction industry has shown significant interest in the
adoption of new process improvement principles and practices that use visual
management while also being integrated in the Production Planning and Control at
construction sites. This need has led managers to seek new approaches in order to
improve the involvement of their employees in compliance with the weekly plan.
This study aims to present a gamifiedweb system for the dissemination of the
work packages of the weekly plan and also exhibit the performance evaluation of the
operational teams. Thus, it is expected to generate improvement in the transparency
between the managerial and operational levels and to increase the engagement of the
operational teams. Therefore, this web system proposes the use of visual management
principles and gamification techniques.
The main research strategy used in this work was Design Science Research, a
constructive methodology, in order to develop, implement and validate the
gamifiedweb system. An empirical study in Project A was carried out, involving a
survey of the project situation in terms of transparency and engagement of operational
teams, requirements gathering for the design of the web system and its development.
As a result, this innovation should act to generate the membership of workers’
planning, drawing their attention to the weekly schedule as well as inducing the
creation of a scenario with a healthy "competition" that can improve productivity and
engagement in the process as a whole.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last years, the construction industry has faced several changes, which demands
the development of innovative managerial solutions that aim to improve labor and
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material control, as well as to increase communication among several stakeholders in
the construction supply chain. In this context, the adoption of Lean Construction
principles, mainly the Last Planner System for several construction companies has
contributed to stabilize the production process, maximizing value generation and
eliminating waste of over-production (Ballard 2000).
However, experience in the implementation of Lean by using Last Planner System
has shown that much more is needed than just a tool to ensure success (Ahrens, 2006).
Alarcón et al. (2005) describe weak communication and transparency as a barrier to
its progress. Since with the Last Planner system, information is exchanged and
discussed in weekly meetings, it is often not possible for all participants and
construction workers to be aware of important details if they were not present at the
meeting (Brady et al. 2011, Brady et al. 2012).The elimination of noise and problems
in communication is extremely important in a system of effective programming and
for this, managers should seek dynamic forms, and even interactive ones, in the
information dissemination process.
Therefore, technologies of the visual workplace represent a comprehensive
strategy for installing vital information as close to the point of use as possible,
generating new levels of employee inventiveness and contribution (Galsworth 2005).
In this sense, using visual devices can enable immediate recognition of process status,
making the process directly observable and incorporating information into the process
(Koskela 1992). Visual elements create an information field for people to pull the
necessary information from and help make sense of the organizational context at a
glance by merely looking around (Grief 1991).
On the other hand, more recently the term gamification has been receiving
important attention. Although gamification may be a new term, the idea of using
game-thinking and game mechanics to solve problems and engage audiences is not
exactly new (Zichermann and Cunningham, 2011). Deterding et al. (2011) summarize
“Gamification” as (a) the use (rather than the extension) of; (b) Design (rather than
game-based technology or other game related practices); (c) Elements (rather than
full-fledged games); (d) Characteristic for games (rather than play or playfulness); (e)
In non-game contexts (regardless of specific usage intentions, contexts, or media of
implementation).
It is known that many of the barriers for Last Planner System implementation are
related to the lack of involvement of construction workers, inadequate
communication and lack of transparency in daily operations onsite. To address this
problem, this work aims to conceive visual communication panels for weekly plans
by using gamification techniques aiming to increase the transparency and the
involvement of construction workers. The gamification is used along with a reward
system in order to allow the generation of accession to planning and to evaluate the
construction workers’ performance as a team and individually. This paper is part of
an ongoing master’s dissertation research project.
VISUAL MANAGEMENT AND TRANSPARENCY
The principle of transparency is an important way to solve the challenge of
communication failures among key players involved in the production process.
According to Formoso et al (2002), process transparency is the ability of a production
process (or its parts) to communicate with people.
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For Koskela (1992), lack of process transparency increases the propensity to err,
reduces the visibility of errors, and diminishes motivation for improvement. Thus, it
is an objective to make the production process transparent and observable to facilitate
control and improvement: “to make the main flow of operations from start to finish
visible and comprehensible to all employees” (Stalk and Hout 1989). Koskela (1992)
argues that this can be achieved by making the process directly observable through
organizational or physical means, measurements, and public display of information.
Authors such as Santos et al. (1998) and Galsworth (1997) argue that just as in the
case of the physical processes, management processes such as Production Planning
and Control also depend on the effectiveness of this communication, for through it
you can reduce a large number of non value-adding activities, and provide an increase
in the capacity of supervision and control of the production teams.
However, the idea to make the production process more transparent goes beyond
the transmission of information through panels, photographs and charts. The mere
submission of a work schedule stuck on the office wall does not necessarily mean that
there is transparency in the planning process, since the accession of the work teams to
production plans often does not occur or is insufficient (Grief 1991). On the other
hand, computer solution with a public interface may offer expanded visibility, playing
a larger role in visual system (Grief 1991, Galsworth 1997). In this sense, the use of
Visual Management and Gamification can be of great assistance in the generation of
this aforementioned accession.
For Galsworth (1997) the visual system is a group of visual devices that are
intentionally designed to share information at a glance, without having to say a word.
The use of Visual Management can modify the traditionalist and often inefficient
approach held by many builders. Taking as an example the weekly work planning, it
is noted that the use of visuals and graphics elements in its dissemination can improve
transparency, job facilitation, creating shares ownership, management by facts and
simplification.
GAMIFICATION TECHNIQUE
Liu (2011) suggests that the ultimate goal of gamification is to incentivize a nongame system user to have the so-called game-like behavior: focus on the task at hand,
multitasking under pressure, work overtime without a discontented attitude, always
keep retrying when it fails, etc.
One of the most frequently leveraged frameworks of game design is referred to as
MDA-which stands for: Mechanics, Dynamics and Aesthetics. The MDA framework
is a postmortem analysis of the elements of a game. It helps us use systems thinking
to describe the interplay of those game elements and apply them outside of games.
(Zichermann and Cunningham 2011).
Zichermann and Cunningham (2011) state that the mechanics of a gamified
system are made up of a series of tools that, when used correctly, promise to yield a
meaningful response (aesthetics) from the players. For their purposes, they will focus
on seven primary elements: points, levels, leader boards, badges, challenges/quests,
on-boarding, and engagement loops. This game mechanics and structures are the
essential building blocks of any gamified experience. This study has focused on the
mechanics of points and ranking system, in addition to feedback.
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Points are important and regardless of whether their accumulation is shared
among players, or even between the designer and the player, they are an absolute
requirement for all gamified systems (Zichermann and Cunningham 2011).
To Zichermann and Cunningham (2011), the "gamify" professional develops
some characteristics such as leadership, cooperation, competitiveness, ability to work
with targets and ability to make quick decisions. This is because human beings are
competitive by principle and have the ability to better perform their duties if done in a
playful and fun way or even if there is some social compensation involved, as a
motivational aspect to overcome their own limitations.
Experimental social psychology is full of examples showing that positive
emotional experiences have beneficial effects on the way people perceive and
interpret social behaviors and how they initiate social interactions (Huppert 2005). A
person can be said to be flourishing if they perceive that their life is going well.
Individuals who are flourishing (or who have a high level of psychological wellbeing), learn effectively, work productively, have better social relationships, are more
likely to contribute to their community, and have better health and life expectancy.
(Huppert 2005).
Starting with this discussion about motivational incentive, recent work, such as,
“The Future of Work is Play: Global Shifts Suggest Rise in Productivity Games” by
Ross Smith (2011) indicate clearly that the prevalence of games will continue to grow.
The study shows that, augmenting a business process with game mechanics has led to
significant productivity improvements. These lessons support the notion that games
can – and will – be an important component of the workplace in the future. Games are
the future of work, fun is the new “responsible,” and the movement that is leading the
way is gamification.
RESEARCH METHOD
The main strategy used in this study is Design Science Research, which is related to
the development and evaluation of artifacts in order to solve real problems. March
and Smith (1995) and Van Aken (2004) defend that this approach helps to solve
applied and relevant problems that occur in problem-solving disciplines, such as
management, medicine and information technology. Van Aken (2004) defends that in
those disciplines description and comprehension are not enough, but it is also
necessary to develop and test solutions.
The design science research was chosen due to the need to solve a practical
problem regarding a lack of transparency and engagement of the workers in last
planner system, and also to provide a theoretical contribution to the field of visual
management and gamification in construction. The artifact produced in this research
is a web system for production control and reward program, consisting of visual
communication panels using gamification techniques to disseminate the weekly plans
and also to evaluate the performance of the workers.
The main research steps of this research involved an exploratory study, an
empirical study, implementation and validation of the artifact and data analysis, as
shown in Figure 1. The implementation, validation and data analysis are still being
developed and are not the focus of this paper.
Initially, an exploratory study was carried out in Project A, which involved the
development and construction of residential building in an upper-class neighborhood
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in S
Salvador, from
f
March
h 2013 to JJuly 2013. The main author of this paper has
worrked as a junior
j
engiineer in thee project for
f more th
han one yeear. This sttudy
inveestigated thhe level of workers’ kknowledge concerning the use off weekly pllans,
highhlighting itss disseminaation, feedbaacks, accom
mplishment of work paackages, as well
as m
motivation and commitment withh goals and
d company rules. Dataa was colleected
throough structuured questio
onnaires in which 25 workers
w
werre interview
wed (about 50%
5
of tthe workerss directly hired
h
in thee project). Data from PPC and causes of nonn
com
mpletion off project work packagges were an
nalyzed as well. Andd two meettings
invoolving the project
p
man
nager and thhe planning manager were
w also car
arried out aimed
at ddiscussing the
t plannin
ng process in advancee, as well as
a the invoolvement off the
connstruction workers
w
in th
his process.

Figure 1: D
Design of th
he research
Thee empirical study aimeed to conceeive the gaamifiedweb system. Thhe gamificaation
techhnique was used in ord
der to generaate adherence of the wo
orkers to thhe weekly pllans,
as w
well as to promote an
n oriented behavior for
f the acco
omplishmennt of rules and
deadlines usinng the mecchanism off game and
d reward. As
A a conseequence, better
perfformance off the crews and of the iindividual workers
w
is expected.
Initially, thhe architectu
ure of the syystem was created and
d afterwardss, a web maaster
wass hired to develop
d
it. The
T system used a fram
mework callled Djangoo, following
g the
phillosophy of agile web application.
a
It was implemented in
n Python lannguage, using a
clouud service too store its database.
d
The aim off the system
m was to coonceive a gaame through
h visual pannels for weekly
planns, establishhing crew and individdual workerrs’ ranking which aim
med to motiivate
them
m to be invoolved in thee accomplis hment of th
he productio
on goals, in alignment with
w
otheer necessaryy activities or behavioor desired, such as wo
ork packagee completed
d on
timee and quaality, clean
ning and oorganization
n, accomplishment off safety ru
ules,
invoolvement inn daily meeetings, punnctuality an
nd attendance. Eight rrules and score
poinnts criteria were
w establiished for thhe game. Th
he proposal was
w to add score points for
the accomplishhment of the rules or tto subtract score
s
pointss for non-acccomplishm
ment.
Fivee individuall rules and two
t collectiive ones weere establish
hed (see Tabble 1).
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The score points were established together with the manager of Project A, and the
weight was defined according to the importance of each rule for the Project, also
balancing individual and collective rules (Table 1). Control worksheets were
developed to collect data concerning the variables of each rule. Once the system was
developed, an implementation plan was established in order to support the system
implementation in Project A.
Table 1: Rules and points criteria of the production control and reward program
Group
Responsible for
Frequency
coverage
assessment
1) Removal and return of work tools
-3
Individual
daily
Warehouse worker
Objective: To control the loan tools. Due to the fact that it is an activity that not all workers perform, it will not be
given a score for its fulfillment, since there would be an advantage for these employees. To encourage the
implementation of this task, a negative score for non-compliance will be assigned, using a framework of controls
and control sheets. Assess the conservation status of the return.
2) Use of individual safe equipment
3
Individual
Daily
Safety Technician
and compliance with safety
regulations
Objective: To assess compliance with individual protection equipment used and the care of safety standards for
workers. In order to evaluate this rule, routine inspections of the workplace should be conducted to identify possible
breaches of the rules, non-use or unreasonable use of individual protection equipment, using records of control
and registration. Score for those who have no comment.
3) Attendance to Daily Dialogue of
2
Individual
daily
Safety Technician
1
Safety(DDS )
Objective: To evaluate the mandatory attendance of workers in the daily meetings concerning safety measures.
The attendance of this meeting is already taken daily through a presence list, applied by the technical security
work. To facilitate the processing of the data using a control chart.
Administrative
4) Attendance
-20
Individual
daily
Assistant and Interns
Objective: To monitor the attendance of employees. The presence of the employee is considered a minimum
requirement for any performance analysis, therefore, it will not be given a score when fulfilled or not. However, the
penalty for unexcused absence should reflect the seriousness of this lack of commitment. Use timecards and
attendance sheet.
Administrative
5) Punctuality
15
Individual
Weekly
Assistant and Interns
Objective: To assess the degree of punctuality of employees. To encourage punctuality, to be credited with a
score of 15 points per week per worker will only be allocated if the sum of the daily delays a week does not exceed
75 minutes. Analyze timecards.
Rules

Points

6)Subordination and Discipline

-5 to -20

Individual

daily

Foremen and Interns

Objective: To evaluate possible problems involving issues related to subordination and discipline. For this rule,
review should be done by teams responsible, where there should be a sign of any problems related to the
occurrence of insubordination and indiscipline issues. This is a very delicate and subjective norm, being unable to
measure how many points should be discounted, since this will depend on the degree of seriousness of the
situation.
Daily and
7) Order and Cleanliness of Workplace
20
Team
Foremen and Interns
Weekly
Objective: To assess the degree of organization and cleanliness of the work environment. Prizes for a Desktop
ordered in the work, which contains only equipment and materials needed to service and is clean and free of waste
and debris "during" and after the work. This evaluation should be done by trainees, with participation of those in
charge. Credited to any team.
8) Compliance of the work package on
40
Team
Weekly
Interns
time and with quality
Objective: To improve compliance of the work package on time and with quality. The establishment of a score for
the components of the teams that met their goals, aims to try to improve this scenario, the expectation that the
rewards, be they intersects or extrinsic, generate a motivational factor. Weekly review at the time of PPC
measurement.
1

Daily Safety Dialogue or Safety Minute Meeting is a moment in which all workers have a brief
discussion about daily procedures and feedbacks concerning problem or positive aspects that
happened in the previous day related with safety and health. The Safety Officer is responsible to
manage this meeting.
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FIN
NDINGS OF
O THE EX
XPLORATO
ORY STUD
DY
Thee findings of
o the questiionnaire appplied in Pro
oject A werre divided inn the follow
wing
item
ms: (a) knnowledge of
o the woorkers regaarding the weekly w
work plan; (b)
trannsparency, disseminatiion and feeedback; (c) knowledge and accoomplishmen
nt of
com
mpany’s pollices and rulles; (d) mottivation and
d commitmeent with goaals and ruless (as
seenn in Figure 2).

Figurre 2: Main S
Survey Find
dings in Projject A
Conncerning thee knowledg
ge of the woorkers relateed to the weekly workk plans(quesstion
N1 and N2), it was observ
ved that 58%
% of the wo
orkers are not entirely aaware about the
p or its go
oals, even thhough continuous quallity trainingg is given by
y the
weeekly work plan
com
mpany. On the
t other haand, 63% oof the workeers answereed that theyy always haave a
cleaar idea abouut the activitties that havve to be exeecuted durin
ng the weekk. This indiccates
thatt there is an
a informaal understannding regarrding the goals
g
and pprobably some
worrkers have little
l
knowledge about the terms of
o the Last Planner Sysstem develo
oped
in thhis Project.
A few woorkers argu
ue that the uncertainties of necessary resoources such
h as
equuipment acqquisition, materials
m
annd change of plans for the exxecution off the
actiivities is onee of the reassons for thee lack of claarity concern
ning the acttivities that they
havve to executee during thee week.
The statem
ment above is confirm
med in Table 2 that shows
s
the ccauses of nonn
accoomplishmennt of work packages. 21% of th
he causes of
o non-accoomplishmen
nt of
worrk packagess take place due to the lack or delaay of materiial and equiipment wheereas
14%
% refers to the delay in the precceding activ
vity. Also th
he average of PPC in
n the
periiod was 56.8% and a high variabillity of the weekly
w
PPCss was notedd.
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Table 2: Causes of non-accomplishment of worked packages in Project A
Causes of non-accomplishment (from January to
October 2013)

Percentage

Adverse weather conditions

23%

Lack of material, equipment / Delayed

21%

Delay in the prior activity

14%

Problem with service management / Communication

11%

Fault / Problem in planning

10%

Problem not foreseen in the implementation

9%

Lack of project / Problem with revision

4%

Overestimation of productivity

4%

Lack of programming labor – House and outsourced

4%

These figures show that Project A also has major deficiencies in forward planning,
besides problems with cash flow that made it difficult to acquire these resources.
Other problems can also be minimized with the establishment of the gamifiedweb
system, such as definition of work packages, transparency and communication for the
workers and managerial team and productivity of the teams.
Observing the question N14, it is clear that most workers consider that the current
way in which the weekly work plan is disseminated is hardly transparent. Although
62.50% of respondents consider that the clarity is good or fair, 37.5% agree that there
is an opportunity for improvement in this aspect. Likewise, 83.33% said that they
rarely or almost never receive a response (feedback) for the fulfillment of the weekly
goals, which contributes to a lack of engagement in the PPC process as a whole,
which can also be seen by analyzing the question N3 and N4.
The operational team was also questioned about the knowledge and level of
commitment to the standards, safety, discipline, attendance and punctuality rules and
motivation to fulfill these rules and the weekly goals. The results indicated a high
degree of commitment and knowledge. However care must be taken in analyzing
these data, because the questionnaires were administered by the researcher, who
exercises a supervisory position at work, in other words, it was expected that many
workers would have answered this set of questions with some uneasiness, wondering
what the company expected them to respond. Participant observation and the
evaluation meetings with the management of the project show an opposite position to
that found by the operational team responses, and indicates that the workforce is
poorly motivated and engaged only when financial resources are offered.
As one of the issues identified in the research problem was the low effectiveness
of the short-term planning, the document analysis for diagnosing was based on the
research of the weekly work plan and the PPC (Percentage of Packages Completed)
which had already been computed by the project.
PROPOSAL OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION PANELS FOR PRODUCTION
CONTROL AND REWARD PROGRAM USING GAMIFICATION
The gamifiedweb system developed is an adaptation of the commitment planning of
the Last Planner System using a new approach for the dissemination and production
control, as mentioned before, based on visual management system concepts and
gamification techniques. In this approach, an evaluation and reward program was
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included based on additional rules in addition to the accomplishment of the work
packages, considering quality, safety and organization of the work packages.
A flexible web computing system was created, which would enable its adjustment
to the reality of other rules and projects. This system has two interfaces. The first is
the online viewer, used to display information regarding the weekly planning and
control as well as performance evaluations for workers at the construction site, as
well as being a tool for online control of the direction.
The second interface is the administrator mode, where responsibility for
monitoring and power system planning data and the cast is listed. This is an
architecture interface with simple handling and operation of the tool and the
mastering of it is obtained with only a few hours of use. Basically the administrator
will operate five modules supply data, which are: (a) planning, (b) workers, (c) teams,
(d) rules and (e) score.
The "game’s" idealized cycle consists of a total of one month with other four sub
weekly cycles, as shown in Figure 3. The first week has a different dynamic from the
others, since there is no data collected concerned with the rules yet to be launched.
Therefore, this explanation will be given after the second week, when the complexity
increases.

Figure 3: Overview of the gamifiedweb system
Initially, the short-term planning has to be prepared. Project A study has already used
this tool to elaborate a weekly work plan which is distributed to the field by the
foremen, in addition to displaying a copy thereof in the office on site. However, the
work packages of the short-term (commitment) planning that will be launched in the
web system (see Screen 1 in the Figure 4) should be well defined considering the
quality criteria proposed for assignment regarding definition, sequence, soundness
and size (Ballard 2000). The definition of the work packages should be carried out in
weekly meetings involving project managers, junior engineer and producing foreman.
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Figurre 4: SCRE
EEN 1 – Sho
ort-term plan
nning
On the same daay of the meeeting, the ddata collected during th
he week muust be proceessed,
inclluding the assessment
a
of accompllishment off the work packages
p
annd performaance
evaluation of the operational team inn order to up
pgrade the screen 1 annd generate data
for screen 2 (Figure 5), scrreen 3 (Figuure 6), screeens 4 and 5..
nd the prodduction foreman are ressponsible foor to evaluaating
The junior engineer an
w
packaages in thee field. Also, the reaasons for nonn
the completionn of the work
accoomplishmennt should be identifiedd, which am
mounted to a requiremeent that learn
ning
be iincorporatedd into the co
ontrol proceess.
To identifyy the compliance with thhe rules 1-6
6 of all work
kers, it is neecessary thaat all
worrksheets forr data collecction are prooperly filled
d out. In addition to theese worksheeets,
the collective rules that measure
m
if the work package
p
waas completeed on time and
o
n and cleanlliness shoulld be scored
d with the aaid of notes and
quaality, with organization
observations off trainees, foremen
f
andd supervisorrs (rules 7 and 8).

Figu
ure 5: SCRE
EEN 2 - Raanking of Teeams
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Figure 6: SCREEN 3 - Weekly ranking
r
of Employees
E
Afteer this stagee, it is on to
o the dissem
mination of weekly work plan in SScreen 1, which
w
musst occur at the beginn
ning of eachh week in a meeting with the opperational team
t
worrk, and withh the presen
nce of the enngineer, jun
nior engineeer, the forem
men, in addiition
to thhe workers. Besides, in
i this meetting, the feeedback screeens from pprevious weeekly
worrk plan musst be presentt as well as the team an
nd individuaal performan
ances.
During the course of the
t week, itt is necessaary to monittor the activvities including
asseessment of established
d rules, as well as th
he approxim
mate and ddaily fill off the
advvances obtaiined. The sccreens shouuld be displaayed daily, reserving aabout 5 min
nutes
from
m Daily Diaalogue of Safety
S
to tallk about thee course of services. A
After perform
ming
thesse procedurres in 4 sub
b cycles, onne reaches the end off the monthhly cycle, an
nd a
clossing meetinng should bee held to prresent the final
f
result of
o the gamee, for emplo
oyee
recoognition andd the reward
d of top perrformers.
In this view
wer mode, itt was soughht to use vissual aids to attract the attention off the
worrkers for the importtant inform
mation, thu
us improviing the cllarity on how
com
mmunicationn is perform
med. These screens alsso act as a "game boarrd" of gamiified
weeekly work plan,
p
workin
ng as an inntegral part of the proccess of gam
mification, along
withh the mechaanized proccess of gamees. Table 3 presents th
he summaryy of the screeens,
som
me of them already
a
pressented.
Table 3:: Summary of the gamiified system
m screens
SCREENS

Description

SCREEN 1
Wee
ekly programming

Displays the schedule wiith a description
n of services, quantity to be exxecuted, local, and
responsible staff. Also pre
esents the sche
ematic section with
w the location of services.

SCREEN 2
Ra
anking of Teams
SCREEN 3
Wee
ekly the ranking
g of
Employees
SCREEN 4
Cum
mulative ranking
g of
Employees

Presents a ranking by th
he percentage compliance
c
of the
t weekly proggramming serv
vices
team. It als
so presents a frramework with components
c
for each team.
Presents a ranking of the
e score that we
eek, including an
a assessment of compliance with
each rule, signaling throu
ugh images of fa
aces the degree
e of fulfillment oof each rule. It also
he accumulated
d trophies and a summary table
e of the rules.
presents th
Presents a ranking of the cumulative sco
ore in the game that will let you know at the en
nd of
one month cycle which were the worrkers with bette
er performancee. Displays the list
together, a photo of each worker.
SCR
REEN 5 – The Best performa
ance of the month
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The implementation of this system and its process has not yet been validated in
Project A, but it is already scheduled to take place in May, 2014. Before executing the
empirical study, it is important to highlight actions for its initial implementation.
Initially, a campaign will take place to publicize the program through posters,
discussions in the DDS or even at the time of the administration of the questionnaire.
There will be training and orientation of evaluators in systematic and special meetings.
All equipment such as television and internet must be provided and properly installed,
in the week before the beginning of the "game". Also, it is necessary to hold a general
meeting with the workers to present the assumptions, rules and reward, ensuring that
all this information is clear and accessible.
IMPACTS OF GAMIFICATION TECHNIQUE IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
The workplace influences the motivation of the workers. The addition of gamification
techniques on construction sites can have an important impact on the motivation of
the workers to perform their tasks. There is an expectation that this technique
encourages the workers to achieve the goals set in the weekly schedule, drive the
team work to full completion of the services provided, improve communication of
weekly goals through the visual management and keep the worker motivated. The
feeling of work being recognized and the possibility of performing tasks
collaboratively can lead to the improvement of worker productivity.
There are two ways to recognize employees meeting their goals, whether in terms
of attendance, safety, productivity or quality. On the one hand, informal recognition
through flexible schedules, praise, and training offered and career development,
which motivates workers and has a low cost to the company. On the other hand, there
is tangible recognition based on occasional benefits, gifts and financial aid, among
others. This research adopts the two ways of recognition: tangible, when awards are
offered for best performance in the game and informally, when the screen displays
trophies and photos of employees who had the best performance of the week.
CONCLUSIONS
The visual management is gaining ground on construction sites and there are studies
on how it can improve many aspects of the work. However, this study focused on
how visual management can improve a specific aspect of the Last Planner System,
that of short-term planning. The idea of the project was to bring the program
information for those close to the matter, operating, exposing and making clear which
activities, quantities, execution sites and teams. The lack of essential information and
involvement in the process generates losses that contribute to low efficiency of
planning. However, mere exposure of programming does not necessarily mean that
there is transparency in the planning process and that the communication is effective.
To counter this, the use of gamification may contribute in a positive way.
This innovation should act so as to generate the membership of workers’ planning,
drawing their attention to the weekly schedule as well as inducing the creation of a
scenario with a healthy "competition" that can improve productivity and engagement
in the process as a whole. The system of planning, control and evaluation teams were
thought to use some mechanical gaming, exemplified by the system of points, ranking
and feedback, as well as visual management itself, in order to generate a behavior-
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oriented approach, and directed to achieving targets, the understanding of
programming and greater participation at the operational level.
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